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Abstract 

The main function of the heart is to pump blood throughout the cardiovascular system 
by generating pressure differences created through volume changes. Although the 
main purpose of the heart and vessels is to lead the flowing blood throughout the body, 
clinical assessments of cardiac function are usually based on morphology, 
approximating the flow features by viewing the motion of the myocardium and 
vessels. Measurement of three-directional, three-dimensional and time-resolved 
velocity (4D Flow) data is feasible using magnetic resonance (MR). The focus of this 
thesis is the development and application of methods that facilitate the analysis of 
larger groups of data in order to increase our understanding of intracardiac flow 
patterns and take the 4D flow technique closer to the clinical setting.  
 
In the first studies underlying this thesis, a pathline based method for analysis of intra 
ventricular blood flow patterns has been implemented and applied. A pathline is 
integrated from the velocity data and shows the path an imaginary massless particle 
would take through the data volume. This method separates the end-diastolic volume 
(EDV) into four functional components, based on the position for each individual 
pathline at end-diastole (ED) and end-systole (ES). This approach enables tracking of 
the full EDV over one cardiac cycle and facilitates calculation of parameters such as 
e.g. volumes and kinetic energy (KE). Besides blood flow, pressure plays an 
important role in the cardiac dynamics. In order to study this parameter in the left 
ventricle, the relative pressure field was computed using the pressure Poisson 
equation. A comprehensive presentation of the pressure data was obtained dividing 
the LV blood pool into 17 pie-shaped segments based on a modification of the 
standard seventeen segment model. Further insight into intracardiac blood flow 
dynamics was obtained by studying the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) in the LV.  
The methods were applied to data from a group of healthy subjects and patients with 
dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM). DCM is a pathological state where the cardiac 
function is impaired and the left ventricle or both ventricles are dilated.  
 
The validation study of the flow analysis method showed that a reliable user friendly 
tool for intra ventricular blood flow analysis was obtained. The application of this tool 
also showed that roughly one third of the blood that enters the LV, directly leaves the 
LV again in the same heart beat. The distribution of the four LV EDV components 
was altered in the DCM group as compared to the healthy group; the component that 
enters and leaves the LV during one cardiac cycle (Direct Flow) was significantly 
larger in the healthy subjects. Furthermore, when the kinetic energy was normalized 
by the volume for each component, at time of ED, the Direct Flow had the highest 
values in the healthy subjects. In the DCM group, however, the Retained Inflow and 
Delayed Ejection Flow had higher values. The relative pressure field showed to be 
highly heterogeneous, in the healthy heart. During diastole the predominate pressure 
differences in the LV occur along the long axis from base to apex. The distribution 
and variability of 3D pressure fields differ between early and late diastolic filling 
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phases, but common to both phases is a relatively lower pressure in the outflow 
segment. In the normal LV, TKE values are low. The highest TKE values can be seen 
during early diastole and are regionally distributed near the basal LV regions. In 
contrast, in a heterogeneous group of DCM patients, total diastolic and late diastolic 
TKE values are higher than in normals, and increase with the LV volume. 
 
In conclusion, in this thesis, methods for analysis of multidirectional intra cardiac 
velocity data have been obtained. These methods allow assessment of data quality, 
intra cardiac blood flow patterns, relative pressure fields, and TKE. Using these 
methods, new insights have been obtained in intra cardiac blood flow dynamics in 
health and disease. The work underlying this thesis facilitates assessment of data from 
a larger population of healthy subjects and patients, thus bringing the 4D Flow MRI 
technique closer to the clinical setting. 
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning 

Hjärt- och kärlsjukdomar hör till de vanligaste dödsorsakerna i Sverige och övriga 
västvärlden. Hjärtats huvudfunktion är att pumpa blod genom hjärt- och kärlsystemet. 
Blodflödet genom hjärt- och kärlsystemet drivs av tryckskillnader som skapas när 
hjärtmuskeln spänns och slappnar av. Blodet tar komplexa vägar genom hjärtats fyra 
rum där interaktion sker mellan olika flödesskikt och även mellan blodet och 
hjärtväggen. Blodet som pumpas ut i kroppen för med sig syre, näringsämnen och 
hormoner till cellerna och på sin väg tillbaka mot hjärta och lungor tar det med sig 
koldioxid och avfallsprodukter. Trots att hjärtats huvudsyfte är att driva blodflödet är 
majoriteten av den kliniska funktionsbedömningen baserad på väggrörelse. När 
flödesinformation används är den ofta mätt med hjälp av metoder där enbart en av de 
tre hastighetsriktningarna används. Med hjälp av magnetresonanskamera kan man 
mäta så kallat fyrdimensionellt flöde. Det vill säga att i en tredimensionell volym kan 
man tidsupplöst mäta blodets hastighet i tre riktningar. Den här avhandlingen 
fokuserar på utveckling och tillämpning av robusta och användarvänliga 
analysverktyg för denna typ av data, i syfte att kunna utnyttja den stora mängd 
information som finns och på sikt kunna ta denna typ av flödesinsamlingar närmare 
kliniken. I avhandlingens första tre studier implementeras, utvärderas och tillämpas en 
analysmetod för att studera blodets väg genom hjärtats vänstra kammare. Kortfattat 
går metoden ut på att rita ut konturerna av vänster kammare i anatomisk data och 
sedan beräkna så kallade partikelspår från hela kammarvolymen. Detta görs framåt 
(som att fråga varje del: vart ska du ta vägen?) och bakåt i det omvända flödet (som 
att fråga varje del: var kom du ifrån?) för att spåra hur blodet i vänster kammare 
färdats under en hjärtcykel. Ett partikelspår visar vägen som en masslös partikel skulle 
ta genom den tidsupplösta datavolymen. Den föreslagna metoden delar in den 
slutdiastoliska volymen i fyra funktionella komponenter baserat på varje partikelspårs 
position vid slutet av hjärtcykeln. I studie II, byggs denna metod ut med beräkningar 
av bl a kinetisk energi och tillämpas på en grupp friska personer. I studie III tillämpas 
verktygen på en grupp patienter med dilaterad kardiomyopati (DCM), detta är en 
sjukdom där hjärtats funktion försämras och hjärtats vänster och ibland även höger 
kammare förstoras och får mer rundad form. Fördelningen av de fyra funktionella 
komponenterna skiljde sig mellan friska och DCM-patienter. I studie IV används en 
tidigare presenterad metod för att beräkna relativa tryckfält i hjärtat och ett verktyg för 
att smidigare kunna utnyttja detta i flera dataset skapades. Vidare delas vänster 
kammare in i mindre segment för att göra analysresultaten mer översiktliga. I studie V 
summeras vänster kammarens turbulenskinetiska energi (TKE) som mätts med 
magnetresonans. Turbulens innebär att hastigheten i en punkt varierar kraftigt med 
snabba slumpmässiga svängningar. TKE är ett mått på hur intensiv denna variation är 
och kan ses som ett effektivitetsmått, eftersom TKE förloras som värme. En grupp 
med friska personer och en grupp med DCM inkluderades i denna studie. 
 
För att sammanfatta, studierna som utgör denna avhandling har visat att de utvecklade 
programmen tillåter studier av blodflödesmönster i större grupper av individer. Det i 
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sin tur gör det möjligt att fastställa referensmaterial för friska personer och även på 
sikt för patienter. Även om det fortfarande finns begränsningar i alla steg har arbetena 
i denna avhandling tagit flerdimensionella flödesinsamlingar med MRI några steg 
närmare klinisk tillämpning. 
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Abbreviations 

3D = Three-dimensional 
4D = Four-dimensional, here it is meant three-directional, time-resolved in a three-
dimensional volume 
A-wave = Filling during the late phase of diastole, filling due to atrial contraction  
AoV = Aortic Valve 
BPM = Beats per minute 
CFD = Computational fluid dynamics 
Cine = Cinematography, refers to the collection of data over a complete cardiac cycle 
CO = Cardiac output 
CT = Computer tomography 
DCM = Dilated cardiomyopathy 
E-wave = Filling during the early phase of diastole, the relaxation dependent filling 
ED = End diastole 
EDV = End diastolic volume 
EF = Ejection fraction 
ES = End systole 
ESV = End systolic volume 
HR = Heart rate 
IVC = Isovolumetric contraction 
IVR = Isovolumetric relaxation 
IVSD = Intravoxel velocity standard deviation  
IVVV = Intravoxel velocity variation 
LVOT = Left ventricular outflow tract 
mmHg = Milli meters of mercury, a unit for pressure used clinically referring to the 
force per unit area to keep a column of one mm of mercury (Hg). 1 mmHg = 133 Pa  
MRI = Magnetic resonance imaging 
PC-MRI = Phase contrast magnetic resonance imaging 
Pixel = Picture element 
Std = Standard deviation 
SV = Stroke volume 
Voxel = Volume element, the three-dimensional equivalent of a pixel.  
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1 Introduction 

The heart is the pump of the cardiovascular system, generating pressure differences by 
contraction and relaxation. These pressure differences are the main driving force of 
blood flow, where blood accelerates from areas of high to areas of low pressure. 
Blood flowing through arteries and veins is the connector at cell level, providing the 
cells with oxygen, hormones and metabolites, while removing waste products, such as 
carbon dioxide (98). The average heart will in a person at rest, pump about nine liters 
per minute, day in and day out, never resting. Even small functional disturbances may, 
in the course of time, have catastrophic consequences. Where short term 
compensatory mechanisms are used over a longer period of time, they will be 
involved in a vicious downward spiral, maintained myocardial remodeling will 
become maladaptive and the risk of heart failure increases (99). Heart failure patients 
have five year survival rates, lower than many common forms of cancer (86). 
Cardiovascular disease is the single largest cause of death in Sweden (83) and the 
western world. Treatment is an enormous financial burden for the health care system 
as well as for individual patients. Image based diagnostics continue to focus mainly 
on the assessment of cardiac function from a morphological perspective, although the 
actual parameter of interest is flow (80). In cases where flow is assessed, the data are 
based on measurements from one-directional modalities such as Doppler ultrasound 
or volume flow from MRI. Since computer and hardware capacities are increasing 
rapidly, and research within the medical imaging sector progresses, measurements of 
fully four-dimensional velocity (4D flow) data (i.e. three-directional, time-resolved 
data in a three-dimensional volume) within reasonable times should be possible in the 
near future (28, 62, 82). Analysis of 4D flow data has so far been quite time-
consuming. Therefore, user friendly and reproducible analysis approaches are needed. 
This will allow multicenter and multivendor studies to be conducted in order to 
establish normal material and reference material for patient groups. 
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2 Aims 

The aim of the research presented in this thesis was to obtain and utilize analysis 
methods for multidirectional intracardiac velocity data: Thus, bringing the 4D flow 
acquisition closer to the clinical setting. This main aim was divided into more specific 
sub aims: 

i. Develop a semi-automatic approach for quantification and visualization of 
intracardiac flow patterns. 

ii. Obtain a method to evaluate data quality of 4D flow MRI data for intra cardiac 
blood flow assessment.  

iii. Obtain novel insight in left ventricular blood flow patterns in the healthy and 
diseased left ventricle. 

iv. Investigate the relative pressure field in the healthy left ventricle. 
v. Assess the turbulent kinetic energy in the healthy and diseased left ventricle. 
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3 Background 

3.1 Physiological background 
The cardiovascular system consists of two sub systems (figure 1). The pulmonary 
system brings unsaturated blood from the heart through the lungs for oxygenation and 
back to the heart for further transport out into the body. The second sub system, the 
systemic circulation, where oxygenated blood is ejected from the heart and 
transported out in the body providing the cells with oxygen, metabolites and 
hormones and removing waste products such as carbon dioxide. 

 
Figure 1. Schematic image outlining the cardiovascular system. The Pulmonary 
circulation starts in the RV, where deoxygenated blood is ejected through the 
pulmonary artery that branches and guides some of the blood to the right lung and 
some to the left lung. Blood passes through the capillary beds of the lungs, 
exchanging oxygen and carbon dioxide. After passing through the lungs, the blood 
returns to the heart through the pulmonary veins, into the left atrium and further on to 
the left ventricle and then out through the aorta into the body. LA, Left Atrium; LV, 
Left Ventricle; RA, Right Atrium; and RV, Right Ventricle.   

3.1.1 The heart 
The human heart consists of four chambers (figure 2), two atria, left and right (LA and 
RA, respectively); and two ventricles, left and right (LV and RV, respectively). The 
heart generates pressure differences that drive the blood flow throughout the 
cardiovascular system, by means of its two pumps: the RV (driving the low pressure 
pulmonary circulation) and the LV (driving the high pressure systemic circulation). 
As the two ventricles are interlinked, disturbances in one will eventually affect the 
other as well. The LA receives the reoxygenated blood from the lungs via the four 
pulmonary veins and guides it into the left ventricle (LV) during the diastolic phase 
(filling phase). The LV contracts and ejects the blood out into the aorta during the 
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ejection phase called systole. The right atrium collects the blood returning from the 
body through the vena cavae, the superior (SVC) and the inferior vena cava (IVC), 
and guides it into the RV during diastole. The RV contracts during systole and ejects 
the blood out into the pulmonary artery, which branches and guides the blood to the 
lungs.  

 
Figure 2. The human heart consists of four chambers, two atria and two ventricles. 
Morphological grayscale images in standard A) two-chamber view, B) three-chamber 
view and C) four-chamber view displaying all four chambers of the heart. LA, Left 
Atrium; LV, Left Ventricle; RA, Right Atrium; RV, Right Ventricle.   

3.1.2 Cardiac function 
The cardiac cycle consists of four phases from the point of view of the LV (figure 3): 
Diastole: The filling phase, which may be divided into three different sub phases: 

i. Early filling (E-wave): As the LV relaxes, the pressure will decline below the 
LA pressure, the mitral valve will open and a rapid filling phase will occur 
(figure 3b). In the normal heart, the majority of the normal LV filling occurs 
during the E-wave.  

ii. Diastasis: As the atrioventricular pressure reaches equilibrium, the 
atrioventricular flow comes to a halt (figure 3b). If the heart rate is high 
enough this phase will disappear (53) and phases i) and iii) will merge. 

iii. Atrial contraction (A-wave): The atrium contracts and blood once again flows 
through the MV. The A-wave provides filling in two ways; one is by 
accelerating the LA blood and the other by lifting the atrioventricular plane 
above a part of the atrial blood, in an engulfing motion, moving the boundary 
of the LV above the LA blood.  

Isovolumetric Contraction (IVC): Isovolumetric means unchanging volume. In this 
phase, both the mitral and aortic valves are closed and the pressure increases (figure 
3). 
Systole: As the LV contracts, the pressure will increase, until the point is reached 
when the LV pressure exceeds that in the aorta, the aortic valve then opens and 
systolic ejection occurs. 
Isovolumetric Relaxation (IVR): As the LV empties and the LV pressure decreases, 
ejection ends and the aortic valve closes. The LV relaxes after systolic ejection, 
lowering the pressure while keeping the volume constant (figure 3).  
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The IVC phase may also be considered a part of the systolic phase and the IVR phase 
as a part of diastole, dividing the cardiac cycle into two main phases instead of four 
(9). 
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Figure 3. A) Schematic drawing of a so called pressure-volume loop, over a cardiac 
cycle. In this, four phases may be defined 1) Diastole, 2) Isovolumetric contraction 
(IVC), 3) Systole, and 4) Isovolumetric relaxation (IVR). B) Velocity over the mitral 
valve (MV, dashed line) and aortic valve (AoV, solid line), in a healthy 42 year old 
male. 
 
In a healthy subject, the ability to deliver enough oxygen to the cells in the body is 
limited by the amount of blood that may pass through the cardiovascular system. This 
amount is determined by the cardiac output (CO), defined as: 

HRSVCO ⋅=    [eq 1] 
 where SV is the stroke volume and HR, the heart rate. Both the HR and the SV are 
controlled by the autonomic nervous system (sympathetic and parasympathetic). 
Further mechanisms of increased SV may be: 

- Increasing the end diastolic volume (EDV) according to the Starling 
principle and hence the force at which the heart contracts (preload). 

- Decreasing the resistance the heart has to overcome in order to eject 
blood, i.e. arterial pressure (afterload) 

- Increasing the force of contraction (contractility).  
To some extent, HR and SV are interlinked as e.g. higher HR will shorten the 
diastolic phase and lower the EDV (9). 

3.1.3 Assessment of cardiac function 
In the clinical setting, assessment of cardiac function is based on a number of different 
parameters, of which some are based on medical imaging modalities such as e.g. 
ultrasound (US), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and computer tomography (CT). 
The most frequent measure of systolic ventricular function is the ejection fraction 
(EF), which is the fraction of the EDV that is ejected during systole. Hence,  

EDV

SV

EDV

ESVEDV
EF =−= )(    [eq 2] 

where ESV is the end-systolic volume (9), and another measure is atrioventricular 
plane displacement. Diastolic dysfunction is divided into three different filling 
patterns corresponding to different grades of severity: relaxation abnormality, 
pseudonormal and restrictive. These different patterns are defined by a number of 
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parameters from different US methods such as pulsed wave Doppler, and Tissue 
Doppler (73), although some controversy exists regarding the borders of the different 
states (65).  
 
Relaxation abnormality: As the LV relaxation is impaired, the resulting LA-LV 
pressure gradient will decrease and the velocity over the MV will also decrease during 
the E-wave. As filling occurs mostly during the E-wave, compensation for this is 
needed and the atrial contraction will provide the majority of ventricular filling, 
resulting in a higher velocity during the A-wave (figure 4a). 
Pseudonormal filling: The LV filling pressures increases and the atrium responds by 
increasing pressures as well. The velocity curve over the MV will look similar to the 
one for normal diastolic function (figure 4b). 
Restrictive filling: As the LV and LA pressures are elevated, all of the filling occurs 
during the early phase of diastole. The atrial contraction cannot generate enough 
pressure to start the A-wave and as the remodeling proceeds, the mechanical 
contraction will disappear (figure 4c).  
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Figure 4. Schematic drawing of velocity curves over the mitral valve in A) Relaxation 
abnormal filling, when the LV relaxation is impaired, the A-wave velocities are 
higher; B) Pseudonormal filling pattern, the LV and LA pressures are elevated which 
gives a velocity curve of normal appearance; and C) Restrictive filling pattern, the LV 
filling pressures are elevated and so are the LA pressures, when blood flows in to the 
LA, the blood is pushed into the LV in a short “burst”, the atrial contraction is too 
weak to eject blood into the LV during atrial contraction.  

3.1.4 Dilated cardiomyopathy  
The patients included in papers I, II, III and V are all clinically compensated dilated 
cardiomyopathy (DCM) patients. The definitions of the different forms of 
cardiomyopathy have been changed and updated over the years, as the understanding 
of physiological mechanisms and etiology have increased over time, following the 
development of diagnostic methods and technology (2, 79). In 2006 the American 
Heart Association (AHA) published new guidelines (64), while guidelines were issued 
by the European Society of Cardiology (ESC) in 2008 (33). Although describing the 
same diseases, consensus about definitions seems to be lacking (32, 63). 
 
DCM is among one of the most common causes of heart failure (41). The main 
phenotype of DCM is that one or both of the ventricles are dilated and that ventricular 
function is impaired (103). The patients in papers I, II, III and V are diagnosed with 
idiopathic DCM, where idiopathic means that the cause is unknown. DCM can also be 
seen as primary or secondary, where primary DCM is caused by e.g. mutations 
affecting the cytoskeleton or contractile proteins. Secondary DCM means that the 
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DCM symptoms are caused by another disease. There are at least 75 heart muscle 
diseases, along with e.g. system overload in pregnant women, viral, alcohol and drug 
abuse that may cause the symptoms of DCM. In secondary DCM the condition seems 
to be the end result of myocardial damage (103). When hemodynamic demands are 
increased over a longer period of time, remodelling occurs in the normal adult heart as 
an adaption in order to maintain pumping function (16, 45). Increased hemodynamic 
demands causes abnormal mechanical wall stress, promoting the remodelling process, 
which alters size, geometry and function of the heart (45). A consequence may be 
further increase in wall stress, promoting further remodelling. Chronically maintained 
pathological remodelling, becomes maladaptive, and is associated with an increased 
risk of adverse events such as heart failure and sudden cardiac death (99). 

3.2 Technical background 
In order to assess the characteristics of cardiac function and to procure further 
knowledge, technical development in a wide variety of areas has been crucial. The 
main modality used in this thesis is MRI. Additionally, some parameters assessed by 
US have been used. As the studies underlying this thesis are mainly concerned with 
analysis, and to some extent postprocessing of data, the acquisition will only be 
described briefly. 

3.2.1 Magnetic resonance imaging and phase contrast MRI 
The concept of magnetic resonance has been used for a relatively long time in 
chemistry e.g. in order to determine molecular structure (5). MRI is based on a 
physical property called spin. All atoms with unpaired protons in their nucleus possess 
a net spin. When atoms possessing net spin are exposed to a magnetic field, they will 
align according to the magnetic field randomly ordered upward (high energy state) or 
downward (low energy state) and will start precessing around their axis, with a 
frequency proportional to the strength of the magnetic field, called the Larmor 
frequency, ν. Where, 

ν=γB   [eq 3] 
where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio of the specific particle and B is the magnetic field 
strength [T]. When a pulse in the radio frequency range (RF pulse) is applied to this 
field, the spins will shift their orientation, up spins will be down spins and vice versa. 
As the RF pulse is removed, the field will return to its original state over a period of 
time, called the relaxation time. As this happens returning to upspin state costs energy 
and returning to a downspin state will release energy. The net sum of the energy 
emitted when upspins and downspins return to their original state constitutes the 
signal that is registered by the coil. The general MRI sequences rely on the abundance 
of hydrogen in the human body. As the Larmor frequency (eq 3) depends on the 
magnetic field, magnetic gradients in the three spatial directions x, y and z may be 
used to choose areas of interest for imaging, e.g. a plane. Images are obtained after 
Fourier transformation and other postprocessing of the signal. 
 
By interleaving flow encoding, bipolar gradients, MRI facilitates the acquisition of 
time-resolved, three-directional velocity data in a three-dimensional volume (74-76), 
referred to as 4D flow data. The acquisition technique is sometimes referred to as 
3Dcine phase-contrast MRI. By adding bipolar gradients in different schemes (74) a 
phase shift is induced in the signal. If the spins are stationary, they will return to their 
original state when the entire bipolar gradient is applied; if the spins have moved, the 
phase shift will remain in the signal (figure 5). This phase shift will be proportional to 
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the velocity. This way of imaging, is behind the name phase-contrast. The 
phenomenon phase-contrast MRI was first presented by Moran et al in 1982 (70). The 
first fully 3DcinePC MRI sequences were presented by Firmin et al (34) and 
Wigström et al. (97).  

 
Figure 5. Illustration of a bipolar gradient over time and the effect on spin containing 
regions, one stationary and one moving, at three points in time. The signal from the 
moving part will acquire a phase shift φ proportional to the velocity in the encoding 
direction. 

3.2.2 Pressure 
In 1733, Stephen Hales measured blood pressure by inserting a glass tube with a brass 
top in to the carotid artery of an old horse and witnessed the column of blood rising in 
the glass tube. As Hales witnessed the blood column rise and sink, an important 
feature of blood pressure was observed, namely that it is pulsatile (90). 
 
Pressure is the force applied to each area unit [N/m2]. In medicine, pressure is often 
described in mmHg (1 mmHg is the force needed to keep a column of 1 mm of 
Mercury steady). Pressure differences drive the blood flow throughout the 
cardiovascular system; blood accelerates from areas of high pressure toward areas of 
lower pressure. High pressure in the cardiovascular system, i.e. high blood pressure, is 
identified as a risk factor for several severe medical complications e.g. stroke and 
myocardial infarction (77). Assessment of pressure in the heart is an invasive 
procedure which is e.g. used to determine filling pressures. Elevated filling pressure is 
a risk indicator of e.g. fluid retention in the lungs. If the pressure on the systemic side 
of the capillary bed exceeds that on the pulmonary side, the exchange of gases in the 
blood will impeded (41). 
 
The most common assessment of blood pressure is the auscultatory cuff measurement, 
performed regularly during physiological examinations. A cuff is inflated around the 
upper left arm, a pressure gauge measures the applied pressure, and a stethoscope is 
used. At first the cuff is inflated so that the pressure exceeds the systolic pressure, 
hence all flow will be stopped. As the pressure is lowered by deflating the cuff, a 
wheezing sound will be heard at systole when the cuff reaches systolic pressure and 
the vessel is expanded. The vessel will collapse again during diastole, so in order to 
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acquire the diastolic pressure measurement, the cuff is further deflated until the sound 
disappears. (77, 90) 
 
Intra cardiac pressure measurements are usually performed by inserting a catheter into 
either the basilic or the cephalic vein in the arm, entering the right atrium through the 
superior vena cava or through the femoral artery in the groin, entering the LV through 
the aortic valve. A catheter is normally connected to some sort of membrane and has 
atmospheric pressure on the inside. The membrane deformation is measured and, 
since the pressure on the inside is known, the pressure outside, i.e. in the heart can be 
measured. Intracardiac pressure cannot be measured non-invasively; however, relative 
pressure can be calculated from measured velocity data (15, 31, 89, 102).  

3.2.3 Turbulent kinetic energy 
Turbulent blood flow causes energy dissipation and exposes surrounding tissue to 
abnormal fluid mechanical forces. The term turbulence is heard fairly often, 
describing randomness, chaos and unexpected events, e.g. on the stock market. In 
fluid mechanics, turbulence may be described as “a state of motion in which flow 
properties, including velocity, pressure, and vorticity, vary rapidly and randomly in 
space and time” (88). Turbulence lacks a strict definition, but its randomness permits 
calculation of statistically distinct average values. In a classic statistical manner, 
velocity can, for each direction, i, be decomposed into a mean (Ui) and a fluctuating 
part (ui). In fluid mechanics, this is called Reynolds decomposition (78). The intensity 
of turbulent velocity fluctuations for each direction is defined as the standard 
deviation, σi, of the fluctuating velocity component around the mean value. The 
deviation from the mean velocity Ui, may be written as iii Uuu −=' . From this 

definition, it follows that the mean value of '
iu is zero. The standard deviation of the 

fluctuating velocity component, σi, can be calculated: 
2'

ii u=σ [m/s]   [eq 4] 

From the standard deviation, σi, the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) can be defined as 
 

[ ]3
3

1

2

2

1 −

=
= mJTKE
i

iσρ    [eq 5] 

where ρ is the density of blood (1060kg/m3 (20). TKE may be seen as a measure of 
efficiency as it will by dissipated as heat. Turbulence implies that blood constituents 
and the vessel walls are exposed to abnormal shear forces. The presence of elevated 
turbulence intensity has been associated with platelet activation and hemolysis (49, 85, 
87). 
The PC-MRI technique was recently extended to permit measurements of not only 
mean voxel velocities but also the intravoxel velocity standard deviation (IVSD), 
which corresponds to σ in disturbed or turbulent flows (20, 21, 25, 26). This is 
achieved by exploiting the effect of turbulence on the amplitude, rather than the phase, 
of the PC-MRI signal. A three-directional PC-MRI experiment with asymmetric four-
point motion-encoding permits estimation of the IVSD in three-directions. This 
approach to PC-MRI turbulence mapping has been validated against laser-Doppler 
and particle image velocimetry, as well as computational fluid dynamics (CFD) both 
in-vitro and in-vivo (4, 24, 26, 58). PC-MRI turbulence mapping is used in paper V to 
assess the degree of TKE in the LV of DCM patients and healthy subjects. TKE is 
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considered a measure of efficiency where a high value of turbulent kinetic energy will 
render energy losses.  

3.3 Blood flow visualization 
Visualization is an important and often challenging task. Basically visualization is a 
collection of methods for the extraction and distinction of desired features in a 
multidimensional, complex data amount; and to present these features in a manner 
that are adapted for interpretation by the human sense of vision. Blood flow 
visualization may range from presenting stroke volumes as bar graphs, to 
computationally demanding volume renderings. A 4D flow data set contains an 
extensive amount of information. The 4D flow data in the studies underlying this 
thesis contain about 96x96x38=350208 voxels in 40 time frames and for each voxel 
three velocity directions, magnitude, TKE, pressure etc. Simply showing e.g. the 
velocity vector in each voxel would be incomprehensive (figure 6), where the 
information of interest would drown in all the surrounding information, a sort of 
“can’t see the forest for all the trees” problem.  

 
Figure 6. A) Vector representation of the full 4D flow volume in a double oblique field 
of view. Each voxel in the volume is represented by a streamline. The data volume 
consists of 350208 voxels for each of the 40 time frames. B) The red box outlines the 
borders of the data volume. A morphological four-chamber image provides 
anatomical orientation. RA, Right Atrium; RV, Right Ventricle; LA, Left Atrium; and 
LV, Left Ventricle.  

3.3.1 Particle trace visualization  
Particle trace methods are a group of numerical tools that may be used to assess flow 
features. Particle trace visualization is considered to contain three different types of 
particle traces. Streamlines (71), pathlines (10, 96) and streaklines. A streamline is at 
all points in space tangential to the velocity field; these are calculated from one time 
frame and do not take time variations of the flow into account (figure 7). A pathline 
shows the path an imaginary, massless particle would take through a three-directional, 
time-resolved data volume (figure 8). There are different interpolation and integration 
schemes that may be used to calculate pathlines (19). Streaklines are a sort of virtual 
ink, showing a stream of points continuously emitted from a fixed point. Streaklines 
represent the locations of all particles at a certain time that passed through a specific 
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point. When emitted in a stationary velocity field streamlines, pathlines and 
streaklines will be equal.  
Visualization of MRI blood flow data using different particle trace methods started in 
1992, where velocity data acquired in a stack of time-resolved, three-directional, 2D 
slices in the carotid arteries and aorta was visualized using streamlines (71), blood 
flow in the carotid arteries, aorta and renal arteries was visualized by the use of 
arrows, streamlines and pathlines (10). 

Figure 7. Streamline visualization of the instantaneous velocity field at A) peak E-
wave; B) peak A-wave and C) systole. A three-chamber image provides anatomical 
orientation. Streamlines emitted for 0.1 seconds from three planes aligned with the 
three-chamber image. Ao, Aorta; LA, Left Atrium; and LV, Left Ventricle.  
 

 
Figure 8. Pathline visualization of left (red) and right (blue) ventricular blood flow at 
A) early diastole, B) late diastole and C) systole. RA, Right Atrium, RV, Right 
Ventricle; LA, Left Atrium and LV, Left Ventricle. 

3.3.2 Isosurfaces  
Other ways of visualizing blood flow characteristics include using e.g. isosurfaces 
which represents surfaces where the data have equal values (figure 9). These may be 
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used to show e.g. velocity, vorticity, pressure or temperature in a three-dimensional 
volume. Töger et al (92) used the mathematics behind lagrangian coherent structures 
to develop volume tracking. This uses pathlines and at the boundary where two 
pathlines show different characteristics a certain value is given. This makes it possible 
to track a deforming volume of blood in a data volume throughout time and space and 
visualize it by the use of isosurfaces. 

Figure 9. Isosurface visualization of vorticity and streamlines outlining the velocity at 
a specific point in time, in proximity to the mitral valve during early diastole. LA, Left 
Atrium; LV, Left Ventricle. 

3.4 Statistics 
Statistical tools are often used in study design and for assessment of research results 
(18). When designing a study, there are always trade offs and it is important to have a 
clear assessment of what type of risks are the more important ones: 
Type 1 error: The error made when the null hypothesis is rejected, even though it is 
true. The significance level, α, gives the highest probability of rejecting the null 
hypothesis when it is true. A significance level of α, gives the test the confidence level 
1-α (6, 69). 
Type 2 error: The opposite of the type 1 error; when the null hypothesis is accepted, 
even though it is false and should be rejected, β is commonly used to describe the 
largest probability of making a type 2 error. Sometimes it is more convenient to talk 
about the power, which is 1-β (6, 69). Power is usually calculated before a study, a 
certain power is desirable and the number of observations acquired to get that power 
is calculated based on assumptions of the population and distribution. These 
assumptions, regarding mean value and standard deviation (std) may be based on a 
smaller pilot study. 
 
One of the most common tests is the student’s t-test, either for group comparisons or 
for paired comparisons. This is considered basic statistics even though some rather 
elaborate mathematics underlie the test. The t-test is based on the t-distribution which 
is defined for a sample size of n ≥ 2, even though populations as small as two subjects 
are not recommended. The t-distribution has a shape similar to the Gaussian of the 
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normal distribution, although the shape is changed based on the number of degrees of 
freedom, i.e. the number of included subjects. 
 
In paper I, the data were tested by the use of paired t-tests. In order to keep a 
simultaneous significance level (αsim) of 0.05, the five tests included Bonferroni 
adjustment by dividing the desired αsim by the number of comparisons to be made. 
Hence, the significance level for each test was set to α= αsim /5=0.01. Bonferroni 
correction is used when the parameters in the test depend on each other, in order to 
avoid type 1 error. However, the Bonferroni correction may sometimes be too 
conservative (69). In scientific publications the significance level α, is most often set 
to 0.05. This is the value we have chosen in the studies included in this thesis.  
 
In papers II and III, the different parameters were tested against each other by the use 
of a two way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Tukey’s test as a post hoc test (69). 
The use of a two way test divides the variance due to group differences and due to the 
factor that is tested into two different sums of squares, in a manner similar to the 
advantages with using a paired t-test. The Tukey test is designed to give a 
simultaneous significance level when sample sizes are equal. For comparisons 
between early and late diastole, paired t-tests with Bonferroni correction was used. 
 
In study IV, the data was analyzed using non-parametric methods, where different 
segments in a seventeen segment model are analyzed by the use of Wilcoxon’s signed 
rank test, which is the non-parametric equivalent to the paired student’s t-test (56). 
The Wilcoxon signed rank test involves subtracting the corresponding values from the 
different groups and then order the differences in ascending order, taking no regard to 
the sign. The differences are then numbered in ascending order, so the smallest 
difference will receive the value one and the next two etc. The positive differences 
will be summed as one group and the values with negative will be the other group. 
From this the test variable will be created and the test will check if the test variable 
lies within a reasonable interval around zero.  
 
In study V, the data were analyzed by using the Student’s t-test for unpaired 
observations. Further, Pearson’s correlations were calculated between peak TKELV 
and LV diameter, mitral annular diameter, and transmitral peak velocity during early 
and late diastolic filling, respectively. The statistical significance was set to P < 0.05. 
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4 Data acquisition and postprocessing 

All MRI data in studies I-V were acquired on a clinical 1.5 [T] Philips Achieva 
scanner (Philips Medical Systems, Best, the Netherlands). The 4D flow data were 
acquired using a sequence with interleaved flow encoding bipolar gradients in all 
three velocity directions and one encoding segment without bipolar gradients, in order 
to obtain a reference for absolute velocities, this is called simple four-point method. 
The data were acquired using a retrospective respiratory navigator, acquiring at end 
expiration. General scan parameters applied were: Echo time (TE), 3.7 ms; Repetition 
time (TR), 6.3 ms; velocity encoding (VENC), 100 cm/s; spatial resolution, was 
3x3x3 mm3, temporal resolution, 50.4 ms, two lines of k-space was acquired per heart 
beat and k-space (k-space segmentation factor 2). Parallel imaging was applied with a 
SENSE factor of 2, in the phase-encoding direction. The field-of-view was 
encompassed to enclose the whole left heart, with the volume fitted in a double 
oblique position. These settings rendered a temporal resolution of 50.4 ms. The 
acquired 4D flow data was reconstructed, into a mean of all the acquired heart beats, 
into 40 time frames on the scanner, by the use of a non-linear stretching of each 
individual R-R-interval. Furthermore, corrections were made for concomitant gradient 
field effects. For anatomical orientation morphological balanced steady state free 
precession (bSSFP) data was acquired, in two-, three- and four-chamber views, as 
well as in a stack of short axis (SA) images. The bSSFP images were acquired at end-
expiratory breath holds in 30 time frames, with a slice thickness of 8 mm and the 
following spatial resolution in the image plane: long axis images were acquired using 
a pixel size of 1.67 × 1.78 mm2 and reconstructed into 1.252 mm2; and the short axis 
images were acquired in 2.19 x 1.78 mm2 and reconstructed into 1.372 mm2. After 
reconstruction of the 4D flow data on the scanner, data were exported to an offline 
workstation and post processed by in house developed software written in Matlab 
(The MathWorks Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, USA). The velocity data were corrected 
for phase-wraps (figure 10). 
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Figure 10. Uncorrected (red dashed line) and corrected velocity data (black solid 
line) over time in a voxel approximately in the aortic valve. The velocity data have 
been wrapped at two time frames (time frames 5 and 6). Flow direction is the main 
flow direction in the aorta. FH, Feet Head direction.  
 
As the phase shift in the signal is proportional to the velocity. The phase shift will 
depend on the velocity encoding (VENC). Setting the VENC is usually a trade off, a 
VENC set too low will yield more phase wrapping but will be more sensitive to low 
velocities. A VENC set too high will most likely give no phase wraps, while low 
velocities may drown in noise. The acquisition must be fitted to the specific question 
at hand. Phase wraps may be unwrapped by different methods. The method used for 
the data sets included in this thesis is based on the method presented by Xiang (100). 
This uses the temporal data over each voxel in order to find phase wraps. Further, the 
correction of background errors consisted of a 4th order least squares weighted fit to 
the static tissue in the 4D flow volume (30). After corrections the data were converted 
to a format compatible with commercial visualization software Ensight (CEI Inc, 
Research Triangle Park, NC, USA).  
In order to check whether or not the subjects met the inclusion criteria, they 
underwent an echocardiographic examination. This examination was carried out on a 
Vivid 7 scanner with a 2 MHz probe (GE, Vingmed, Horten, Norway). 
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5 Patients and healthy subjects 

This chapter describes the two study populations, consisting of a group of healthy 
subjects and one group of DCM patients, included in this thesis. All subjects gave 
written informed consent before participation. The studies were approved by the 
regional ethics committee in Linköping. In order to be classed as a healthy subject, a 
person had to show normal echocardiographic, as well as electrocardiographic 
examinations, be in sinus rhythm, with no history of prior or current heart disease or 
the use of cardiac medication. Furthermore, healthy subjects or patients with 
contraindication to MRI examination were not included. The healthy population is 
described in table 1 and the DCM population in table 2. 

 
     Table 1. Clinical data for the 12 healthy subjects in the study 

Healthy 
subject 

Gender Age HR BP S BP D LVEDD  LVEF  

H1 M 61 61 125 75 44 57 
H2 M 61 57 115 80 48 60 
H3 F 56 72 130 80 40 58 
H4 F 57 78 120 75 44 63 
H5 M 59 58 130 80 47 58 
H6 F 50 66 145 90 46 60 
H7 F 22 72 115 60 46 67 
H8 M 54 63 130 75 47 63 
H9 F 19 81 120 75 45 63 

H10 M 22 67 150 80 55 67 
H11 M 22 84 125 80 45 60 
H12 M 42 56 120 80 49 60 

Mean ± std 5:7 (F:M) 44 ± 17 68 ± 10 127 ± 11 78 ± 7 46 ± 4 61 ± 3 
HR, Heart Rate; BP, Blood Pressure; D, Diastole; S, Systole; LV, Left Ventricle; EDD, End-
diastolic diameter; EF, Ejection Fraction 

 
The DCM patients were all clinically compensated and were recruited from patients 
seen at the Department of Cardiology, Linköping University Hospital. DCM was 
defined as: symptoms and signs of heart failure and echocardiographic findings of 
ventricular dilatation, depressed EF and mitral annular movement. In order for a DCM 
patient to be included they had to be in sinus rhythm, not older than 65 years and have 
no history of myocardial infarction. If a patient had moderate or more arterial 
hypertension and moderate or more valvular disorder they were excluded. Further, 
criteria for exclusion were less than mild LV dilatation and less than mild LV systolic 
dysfunction. 
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        Table 2. Clinical data for the 10 Dilated Cardiomyopathy patients in the study 
Patient Gender Age HR BP S BP D LVEDD LVEF  
DCM1 F 59 67 115 65 57 50 
DCM2 F 57 58 115 70 54 42 
DCM3 M 55 78 130 85 56 40 
DCM4 M 49 52 140 95 68 45 
DCM5 F 61 60 145 80 59 45 
DCM6 M 62 64 130 80 64 35 
DCM7 F 22 43 100 70 59 43 
DCM8 M 43 70 115 80 69 35 
DCM9 F 51 46 110 70 62 35 

DCM10 F 27 68 120 75 56 40 
Mean ± std 6:4 (F:M) 49 ± 14 61 ± 11 122 ± 14 77 ± 9 60 ± 5  41 ± 5 

HR, Heart Rate; BP, Blood Pressure; D, Diastole; S, Systole; LV, Left Ventricle; EDD, End-     
diastolic diameter; EF, Ejection Fraction 
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6 Flow pattern quantification, validation and 

application 

A 4D flow acquisition contains an extensive amount of data (figure 6). In order to 
take advantage of the vast information a 4D flow data set provides, and utilize it in 
larger studies, fast, and easy to use methods are needed. Furthermore, low inter- and 
intra-user variability is preferred. In this section the method developed and applied in 
papers I, II and III is presented.  

6.1 Intra cardiac blood flow components 
Bolger et al (8) presented a study in which they separated the LV EDV into four 
separate functional components. This method was based on emitting pathlines from a 
grid positioned in the mitral annulus and also to emit pathlines backwards from the 
left ventricular outflow tract (LVOT). The four components (figure 11) were 
physiologically defined as: 
 

• Direct Flow: The compartment of blood that enters the LV during the diastolic 
phase and is ejected through the aortic valve during systole in the same cardiac 
cycle. (Green arrow in figure 11.) 

• Retained Inflow: The compartment of blood that enters the LV during the 
diastolic phase and resides in the LV throughout the cardiac cycle. (Yellow 
arrow in figure 11.) 

• Delayed Ejection Flow: Blood that already resides within the LV during the 
diastolic phase of the analyzed cardiac cycle and is ejected during the systolic 
phase. (Blue arrow in figure 11.) 

• Residual Volume: Blood that resides in the LV throughout the entire cardiac 
cycle under analysis. Hence, it will reside in the LV for at least two cardiac 
cycles. (Red arrow in figure 11.) 
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Figure 11. Arrows illustrating the four components of LV blood flow on a 
morphological three-chamber image. Green, Direct Flow; Yellow, Retained Inflow; 
Blue, Delayed Ejection Flow; and Red, Residual Volume. LA, Left Atrium; LV, Left 
Ventricle. 
 
In order to make the data analysis easier, less user dependent, faster and more 
reproducible the method presented in paper I was developed. 

6.1.1 A new approach to separation into blood flow components 
The new approach is based on outlining the LV at time of ED, when the ventricle has 
its maximum volume. In a person with no valvular insufficiencies, all blood involved 
in one cardiac cycle will be inside the LV at ED. The ED segmentation was used to 
emit pathlines from the full EDV (figure 12), where each of these pathlines represents 
a volume of blood. The pathlines were emitted forwards (covering systole) and 
backwards (covering diastole), covering the full cardiac cycle. The LV was also 
segmented at the time of ES; this was used to determine whether or not the pathline 
was emitted during diastole and systole. This new method was presented in paper I 
and consists of four steps (figure 12): 

i. The LV endocardium was segmented from short axis images at times of ED 
and ES by using the freely available software Segment (Medviso AB, Lund) 
(43). 

ii. Pathlines were emitted from the center of each voxel in the ED segmentation. 
This was done forwards until the end of systole which is like asking the blood 
“Where are you going?” and backwards, until time of ES which is like asking 
the blood “Where did you come from?” By doing this, it is assumed that all 
blood involved in one cardiac cycle has been accounted for, for the entire 
cardiac cycle. Each pathline is assumed to represent a volume of blood 
corresponding to the density of the emitter grid. 

iii. Using the ES segmentation and checking each pathline at the time of ES, in 
both the backwards and forwards analysis, the pathlines are divided into the 
four components. Furthermore, pathlines not fulfilling the criteria for these 
components are removed from further calculations. Criteria are defined in 
table 3. 
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iv. Separation of different components facilitates visualization and calculation of 
separate parameters such as e.g. volumes and kinetic energy. 

 

 
 Figure 12. Schematic view of the pathline analysis method proposed in paper I. I) 
segmentation of the left ventricle (LV) from short axis images at times of end-diastole 
(ED) and end-systole (ES). II) Emitting pathlines from the full ED segmentation in an 
isotropic grid. This is carried out forwards and backwards until time of ES. In this 
way, it is assumed that all blood involved in one cardiac cycle in the LV is accounted 
for, at every time point in the cardiac cycle. III) By using the ES segmentation, the 
pathlines are divided into the four EDV components and pathlines not fitting the 
criteria are removed from further calculation (definitions in table 1). IV) After 
component division, these may be visualized and parameters such as volumes and 
kinetic energy may be calculated. 
 
Table 3 Definition of intracardiac flow components 

Component Forward pathlines Backward pathlines 
Direct Flow Above most basal plane of ES 

segmentation at time of ES 
Above most basal plane of ES 
segmentation at time of ES 

Retained Inflow Below most basal plane in ES 
segmentation and inside the ES 
volume, at time of ES 

Above most basal plane of ES 
segmentation at time of ES 

Delayed 
Ejection Flow 

Above most basal plane of ES 
segmentation, at time of ES 

Below most basal plane in ES 
segmentation and inside the ES 
volume at time of ES 

Residual Volume Below most basal plane in ES 
segmentation and inside the ES 
volume, at time of ES 

Below most basal plane in ES 
segmentation and inside the ES 
volume, at time of ES 

Removed from 
further 
calculations 

Below most basal plane in ES segmentation and outside the ES volume, at 
time of ES, in at least one of the forward and backward pathline emissions. 

ES, End systole 
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6.1.2 Validation 
In paper I, six healthy subjects and three patients with DCM were included. They 
were treated as one group as this is a validation study and not a comparison between 
normal and pathological flow. A test of inter and intra user variability was included: 
two users analyzed the nine data sets, with one of them repeating the analysis after 
two weeks. The parts of the method that are dependent on the user are: the ED and ES 
segmentation and the setting of the timing. The components in relation to EDV and 
the EDV obtained from the 4D flow analysis were compared between the users and 
between the analyses. Furthermore, in order to relate to clinically used modalities, 
stroke volumes (SV) from the 4D flow data (Direct Flow and Delayed Ejection Flow) 
were compared to those obtained from 2Dcine PC-MRI and Doppler US. Another 
parameter used for validation of both method and data is the fact that without any 
significant valvular insufficiencies, equal amounts of blood should enter the LV 
through the MV and leave through the aortic valve during one cardiac cycle. 

6.2 LV blood flow in healthy subjects 
In paper II, the method from paper I has been expanded, by further division of the 
inflow components into early (E-wave) and late (A-wave) inflow. Moreover, 
calculations of kinetic energy (KE) and distance from pathline to center of LVOT, 
velocity vector angle in relation to the center of the LVOT and linear momentum was 
added to the method.  

6.2.1 Kinetic energy 
In order to assess conservation of energy within the blood flow, the method has 
expanded to include the calculation of KE for the components. KE is defined as the 
mass of the moving object multiplied by the velocity squared, divided by two and has 
the unit Joule [kgm2/s2]. As each pathline is assumed to represent a volume of blood, 
the KE is calculated per pathline and then summarized for each component. 

5.02 ⋅⋅⋅= PathlineBloodPathline VeVoxelVolumKE ρ    [eq 6] 

The VoxelVolume is set to the spatial resolution of the 4D flow data, i.e. 3x3x3 mm3, 
ρblood is the density of blood (1060 kg/m3) and VPathline is the velocity of the pathline 
for the time frame calculated.  
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Figure 13. Schematic drawing on a morphological three-chamber image, illustrating 
the additional parameters assessed in paper II. PLVOT is the center point of the LVOT; 
Ppathline, is the position of the individual pathline; d, is the shortest path between the 
pathline and the LVOT point (PLVOT); φ is the angle between the velocity vector of the 
individual pathline and d. 

6.2.2 Distance 
In order to describe the flow components further, a plane encompassing the systolic 
outflow jet in the height of the LVOT was set, and the center point of the LVOT was 
calculated. In addition, a line constituting the shortest distance from each pathline to 
this point, d (figure 13) was calculated at time of ED, the length of d was calculated 
and gave the distance between each pathline and the center of the LVOT. The mean 
length of this line for each pathline in a component and its subcomponents was further 
calculated. This gave rise to a measure similar to center of mass in relation to LVOT 
for each component  

6.2.3 Angle  
In order to assess the “presystolic preparation” we hypothesized that pathlines 
representing blood about to be ejected would, already at ED, be directed towards the 
LVOT to a higher extent. Hence, the angle, φ, between each pathline’s velocity vector 
and the line d was calculated by using the definition of the scalar product between two 
vectors vpathline and d. 

vpathline·d = |vpathline| ·|d|·cosφ   [eq 7] 
The angle φ was calculated by:  












⋅
⋅

=
||||

arccos
dv

dv

pathline

pathlineϕ   [eq 8] 

This gives an angle between 0 and 180º, where a zero angle means that the pathline is 
directed along the shortest path towards the LVOT. 

6.2.4 Linear momentum 
Linear momentum is defined as the velocity of a moving object multiplied by its mass 
[kgm/s]. As the KE does not take the direction of the flow into account, an attempt to 
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quantify the linear momentum preserved from diastole and directed towards or away 
from the LVOT was made. The linear momentum for each pathline, MPathline, was 
calculated by projecting the velocity vector of each pathline at time of ED on the d 
line and calculating the length of the vector. Further, if  
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The momentum was then summarized for all the different components and 
subcomponents. 

6.2.5 Early inflow vs. atrial contraction 
It is known from a study by Bolger et al (8) that the flow transit through the LV would 
differ between early and late inflow. Courtois et al (17) found in a canine model that 
the E-wave would go deeper into the LV, i.e. more apically. To further investigate the 
characteristics of the different inflow components, the Direct Flow and Retained 
Inflow were separated into early and late inflow. This was achieved by visually 
defining a time frame during diastole where the least amount of flow would cross the 
MV, i.e. a time frame during the diastasis. In healthy subjects, there were at least a 
couple of time frames with no flow as the diastatic part of the diastolic phase is about 
250 ms in a healthy subject with a heart rate of 60 bpm. Volumes, KE, φ, distances 
and linear momentum were calculated for the early and late inflow components, as 
well as for the full components. 

6.3 LV blood flow in dilated cardiomyopathy 
In Paper III, a group of ten clinically compensated patients with DCM were compared 
to a group of age and gender matched healthy subjects. In this paper, the components 
are compared within the group, as well as to the corresponding component in the other 
population. As the magnitude of the components was expected to differ between the 
healthy and the DCM groups, the KE for each component was normalized by the 
volume of the blood possessing the energy, in order to facilitate comparison. 
Furthermore, parameters assessed in study III are the components and the proportion 
of Direct Flow in the total inflow. 
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7 Assessment of left ventricular pressure  

In paper IV, a method to calculate relative pressure fields in the LV and LA was 
implemented. This method was based on previous work (29, 31). In the study, a group 
of twelve healthy subjects was included (table 1). 4D flow and morphological bSSFP 
short and long axis images were acquired. The LV endocardium was outlined in all 
time frames of the cardiac cycle. For the diastolic phase, the LA was outlined as well. 
A binary mask was created from the segmentation and this mask was later resampled 
into a mesh fitting the 4D flow data. This resampled mesh was used as boundary 
conditions for calculating the relative pressure fields, obtained by solving the pressure 
Poisson equation with a multigrid solver (29).  

fvvv
t

v
p +∇+∇−

∂
∂−=∇ 2μρρ   [eq 9] 

p∇  is a spatial derivative, where the∇ -operator is 
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∂
∂

∂
∂

zyx
,, . The first right hand 

term is called the transient inertia (the time derivative), the second term is called the 
convective inertia (the spatial derivative), the third term is called the viscous inertia 
and the last term is the body forces. The latter was ignored in this study because it 
should be canceled out in a closed system (31). µ is the viscosity of blood (0.004 
Ns/m2) and ρ is the density of blood (1060 kg/m3) (31).  
 
In order to present the data in a comprehensive way, the LV lumen was divided 
according to a seventeen segment model (14), which is usually applied to study the 
wall motion. In this study however, the segments are pie shaped instead of circular 
arches. The segments are presented in figure 14. Furthermore, the pressure data were 
converted to a file format compatible with the commercial visualization software 
Ensight (CEI Inc, Research Triangle Park, NC, USA) and visualized by the use of clip 
planes and volume renderings. Moreover, in order to assess the pressure dynamics of 
diastole and its sub phases, key time frames of the diastolic phase were defined from 
the velocity curves over the mitral and aortic valves (figure 3b). These curves were 
plotted from velocity data extracted from points in the aortic and mitral valves. The 
pressure data along a line from MV to LV apex was exported at times of half up- and 
down-slopes of diastolic E- and A-waves as well as at the peaks.  
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Figure 14. Bulls-eye plot with segment numbers, 1, Basal Anterior; 2, Basal 
Anteroseptal; 3, Basal inferoseptal; 4, Basal inferior; 5, Basal inferolateral; 6, Basal 
anterolateral; 7, Mid anterior; 8, Mid anteroseptal; 9, Mid inferoseptal; 10, Mid 
Inferior; 11 , Mid Inferolateral; 12, Mid anterolateral; 13, Apical anterior; 14, Apical 
septal, 15, Apical inferior; 16, Apical lateral; 17, Apex  
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8 Assessment of turbulent kinetic energy  

In order to utilize the extension of the 4D flow MRI technique (20, 21, 24-26), and 
assess TKE in the LV of DCM patients, as well as healthy subjects, a tool for 
assessment of LV TKE was implemented. The LV was segmented at all diastolic time 
frames using the freely available software Segment (Medviso, Lund, Sweden) (43). 
The timing of ED and ES was defined as the first time frame after closure of the 
mitral or aortic valve, respectively. These time frames were determined from visual 
inspection of the three-chamber view for each subject. In order to guarantee that all 
blood was included, the segmentation included some myocardium: the TKE values 
are negligible in the myocardium and a pilot study confirmed that this approach would 
not impact the results to a great extent. The segmentation was used to create a binary 
mask that was resampled to a mesh fitting that fitted the 4D flow data (figure 15). 
Every voxel outside this mask was excluded. 

Figure 15. A three-chamber image with an isosurface visualization of the LV 
segmentation used to separate the LV voxels. 
 
The TKE was integrated over the volume in order to get the TKELV, in other words, 
the sum of TKE for all voxels in the LV volume, for any one arbitrary time frame, 
calculated as: 

[ ]JvolumevoxelTKETKE
TFatLVinvoxelsofnumber

i
iLV 

=

⋅=
1

  [eq 10] 

The TKELV was also summed over all diastolic time frames. Peak TKELV was 
identified at E-wave and A-wave and compared between the healthy and DCM group. 
The peak TKELV values were compared to transmitral peak velocity and dimensions 
of the LV at anteroseptal-posterolateral and mitral annulus.  
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9 Results 

As a first step in this thesis work, a method for analysis of LV intracardiac 4D flow 
data was implemented, this was validated against other modalities rendering 
comparable parameters. An intra- and inter-user variability study was conducted. The 
proposed 4D flow method was then expanded and applied to a group of healthy 
subjects (paper II) and to a group of DCM patients (paper III). In the two last studies, 
analysis tools that facilitated faster analysis and inclusion of more data sets were 
implemented. In study IV: a multigrid solver was used to solve the pressure Poisson 
equation in order to calculate the relative pressure fields in the LV of healthy subjects. 
Further, the data was divided according to a 17-segment model for a more 
comprehensive presentation. In paper V: the TKE in the LVs of DCM patients and 
healthy subjects were assessed. 

9.1 Flow pattern quantification 

Figure 16. Pathline visualization of the four flow components constituting the EDV 
(Direct Flow, green; Retained Inflow, yellow; Delayed Ejection Flow, blue and 
Residual Volume, red) in a healthy 42 year old male at time of A) Onset diastole and 
B) End systole. A semi-transparent three-chamber image provides anatomical 
orientation. LA, Left Atrium; and LV, Left Ventricle.  
 
The pathline analysis method was validated by:  

i. Comparison of in- and outflow volumes (figures 16 and 17) 
ii. Contrasting and comparing the SVs from the pathline method to SVs from 

2Dcine PC-MRI and Doppler US in the same subjects (figure 18).  
iii. An inter- and intra-observer variability study was conducted (figure 19).  
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The left ventricular EDV was divided into four different components (figure 16). The 
inflow (constituted by Direct Flow and Retained Inflow) compared to the outflow 
(constituted by Direct Flow and Delayed Ejection Flow) showed no significant 
difference in any of the three rounds the data was analyzed (figure 17). 

Figure 17. Mean and std of inflow (white) and outflow (black) volumes [ml] for the 
nine subjects. None of the three tests rendered significant differences between inflow 
and outflow. I1 A1, Investigator One Analysis One; I1 A2, Investigator One Analysis 
Two and; I2, Investigator Two. 
 
Further, the SV from the 4D flow method has a value between the SV from Doppler 
US and 2Dcine PC-MRI (Figure 18). The SVs from 2Dcine PC-MRI was significantly 
larger than the 4D flow derived SVs (p-value=0.004). While the 4D flow derived SV 
was significantly larger than the SV from Doppler US (p-value=0.005) (figure 18). 
The inter- and intra-observer variability study showed that there were basically no 
differences between the three sets of analysis results. The EDV obtained from 4D 
flow by Investigator I, second analysis and that from Investigator II showed a 
borderline significance, p-value=0.01 which was the significance value (figure 19). 
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Figure 18. A) The individual outflow volumes [ml] from the pathline method (* 4D 
Flow), 2DcinePC-MRI (Δ 2D Flow) and Doppler ultrasound (+ US). B) The group 
mean and std for the nine subjects for each different modality. By the use of pairwise 
t-tests, 4D flow was significantly smaller than 2D flow (* p-value = 0.004) and 
significantly larger than US († p-value = 0.005). H, healthy subject; DCM, patient 
with dilated cardiomyopathy.  
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Figure 19. Results from the inter- and intra-observer variability study, for each 
investigator and analysis. A) Mean and std of the EDV (from the nine included 
subjects) obtained from the 4D flow pathline method. B) Mean and std of the four flow 
components (DF, Direct Flow; RI, Retained Inflow; DEF, Delayed Ejection Flow; 
and REV Residual Volume) as a percentage of each subject’s EDV, for each of the 
three analysis sets. I1 A1, Investigator One Analysis One; I1 A2, Investigator One 
Analysis Two and; I2, Investigator Two.  

9.2 Normal LV blood flow characteristics 
In Paper II, the EDV was successfully divided into the four different functional flow 
components: Direct Flow, Retained Inflow, Delayed Ejection Flow and Residual 
Volume (figure 20 and 21). Furthermore, the inflow components (Direct Flow and 
Retained Inflow) were divided into early and late inflow (figure 20 and 22).  
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Figure 20. The four EDV components (Direct Flow, Retained Inflow, Delayed 
Ejection Flow and Residual Volume) as a percentage of EDV. The two inflow 
components (Direct Flow and Retained Inflow) were further divided into early and 
late filling (represented by darker tones of green and yellow, respectively).* p < 0.01 
vs. Direct Flow, † p=0.00 vs. Retained Inflow, ‡ p=0.00 vs. Delayed Ejection Flow 
and § p=0.00 vs. Retained Inflow Early. EDV, End-diastolic volume.  
 
The Delayed Ejection Flow component seems to reside in the basal and mid parts 
towards the septum side of the heart, while the Residual Volume is spread around the 
LV walls and towards the apical third of the LV during diastole (figure 21). The 
inflow components seem to separate during diastole: the Retained Inflow will be 
positioned on the posterior side of the LV and enter deeper towards apex while the 
Direct Flow will enter more basally and on the anteroseptal side. For, the full 
components, as well as the early and late parts of the inflow components the KE, 
distance, φ and the linear momentum were calculated (figure 22).  
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Figure 21. Pathline visualization of diastolic LV flow in a healthy 50 year old female. 
A semi-transparent three-chamber image provides morphological orientation. Left 
column, early diastole; center column, diastasis and right column, atrial contraction. 
A-C) Inflow components: Direct Flow (green) and Retained Inflow (yellow). D-F) 
Components residing in the LV during diastole: Delayed Ejection Flow (blue) and 
Residual Volume (red). LA, Left Atrium; and LV, Left Ventricle. 
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Figure 22. The left column shows kinetic energy [J] (A), distances [m] (C), angles 
[degrees] (E) and linear momentum [kgm/s] (G) for the full components at time of ED. 
The right column shows Direct Flow and Retained Inflow, total, early and late at time 
of ED for the same parameters as the left column.* p ≤ 0.0251 vs. Direct Flow, † p ≤ 
0.0002 vs. Retained Inflow and ‡ p≤0.006 vs. Delayed Ejection Flow. 
 
There was no significant difference between LV inflow and outflow 77 ± 17 ml vs. 77 
± 16 ml (p-value = 0.75).  

9.3 Blood flow in the myopathic left ventricle  
In one group of ten DCM patients (table 2), the LV was segmented at times of ES and 
ED and the analysis from studies I and II was applied to all data sets. A group of ten 
healthy subjects was also included (table 1). The EDV was separated into the four 
components Direct Flow, Retained Inflow, Delayed Ejection Flow and Residual 
Volume (figure 23). The blood flow components were visualized by the use of the 
commercially available software Ensight (CEI Inc, Research Triangle Park, NC, 
USA) (figure 24). Diastolic KE was calculated for each component and normalized by 
the volume for each component (figure 25). Two peaks could be identified in the KE 
plots from inflow components, while the residing components showed lower KE and 
one lower peak could be identified during the E-wave. 
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Figure 23. The intraventricular blood flow components shown as the percentage of 
EDV. EDV is presented as mean ± std for the ten subjects in each group. Mean ± std 
of the flow components in A) The ten DCM patients and B) the ten healthy subjects. 
The pie plots are scaled according to the EDV ratio between the two groups. * P-
value < 0.0125 vs. corresponding component in the healthy group, † p-value ≤ 0.002 
among patients vs. Residual Volume, ‡ p-value ≤ 0.005 vs. Direct Flow in healthy 
subjects and § p-value = 0.000 vs. Residual Volume in healthy subjects. 
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Figure 24. Pathline visualization of the four EDV components: Direct Flow (green), 
Retained Inflow (yellow), Delayed Ejection Flow (Blue) and Residual Volume (Red). 
A-C) Healthy 56 year old female, D-F) 62 year old male DCM patient with relaxation 
abnormal diastolic filling pattern; G-I) 49 year old male DCM patient with 
pseudonormal diastolic filling pattern and J-L) 61 year old female with restrictive 
diastolic filling pattern. A morphological three-chamber image provides anatomical 
orientation. Ao, aorta; LA, Left Atrium; LV, Left Atrium.  
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Figure 25. Kinetic energy per ml of blood for all subjects over the diastolic phase, 
normalized by the individual length of the diastolic phase. Left column shows the ten 
patients and right column the ten healthy subjects. A-B) Direct Flow, C-D) Retained 
Inflow E-F) Delayed Ejection Flow and G-H) Residual volume. 
 
The KE per ml for each component was compared at time of ED within each group as 
well as between the two groups (figure 26). The exchange components: Retained 
Inflow and Delayed Ejection Flow were higher than the Direct Flow in the patient 
group, while in the healthy group the Direct Flow KE was the highest. 
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Figure 26. Kinetic energy per ml of blood for each of the four components at time of 
ED. The left group shows data for the ten DCM patients mean ± std and the right 
group the corresponding values for the healthy subjects. * p-value < 0.0125 vs. the 
corresponding component in healthy subjects, † p-value ≤ 0.0001 vs. Direct Flow and 
‡ p-value ≤ 0.0001 vs. Residual Volume, within the same group.  
 
In addition, the early and late Direct Flow as percentage of total inflow was compared. 
In the DCM group, the total Direct Flow as the percentage of total inflow was 
significantly smaller than it was in the healthy group (46+9 % vs. 70+6%, P=0.000). 
The Direct Flow entering during the A-wave was significantly smaller in the DCM 
group, as compared to the healthy group. The KE preserved at ED for the Direct Flow 
did not show any significant difference in the DCM group, while in the healthy group 
the KE from the A-wave was larger (figure 27).  

Figure 27. A) Early and late Direct Flow as a percentage of the total inflow. B) The 
KE per ml, preserved at ED for Direct Flow. DF E, Direct Flow Early; DF A, Direct 
Flow Atrial contraction. * P-value = 0.000 for Direct Flow A-wave in DCM vs. 
healthy and † P-value = 0.003 for Direct Flow E-wave vs. Direct Flow A-wave in 
healthy subjects. 
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9.4 Left ventricular relative pressure 
Pressure was computed in 12 healthy subjects. Key time frames were identified based 
on the velocity curves over the MV and aortic valve. The pressure fields were 
visualized using Ensight (figure 28). The LV lumen was, at all time frames, divided 
according to a 17-segment model (figures 29 and 30); in order to relate different time 
frames to each other, the median of the apex segment (segment no 17 in figure 14) 
was subtracted from the median in the other 16 segments, and the data were plotted 
over the entire cardiac cycle (figure 29), along with the velocities at the aortic and 
mitral valves. The median and range of each of the 16 segments relative the apical 
segment for the 12 healthy subjects are presented in figure 30. At time of downslopes 
of E-wave all segments had significantly smaller values compared to the 
corresponding time of A-wave. Furthermore, pressure data along a line from MV to 
LV apex was extracted from all subjects at times of: upslope, peak and downslope of 
the E- and A-waves (figure 31). The up- and downslopes showed similar patterns, 
while the peak curves differed more. 
 

Figure 28. Visualization of atrioventricular pressure maps at times of A) upslope of 
the E-wave, B) downslope of the E-wave, C) upslope of the A-wave and D) downslope 
of the A-wave. NB: the gradients are shifted. LA, Left Atrium; LV, Left Ventricle.  
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Figure 29. Pressure relative to the apical segment in 16 segments over the cardiac 
cycle for all subjects. Left y-axis: Median pressure [mmHg] in each segment relative 
to the median pressure in the apical segment over time [s]. Right y-axis: Velocity 
[m/s] over time [s] at position of the mitral valve. All twelve healthy subjects are 
represented (A-L). Pressures from basal segments (segments 1 through 6) are shown 
in black, mid segments (7 through 12) in blue and apical segments (13 through 16) in 
red. 
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Figure 30. Bull’s-eye plots showing the median of the median pressure relative to the 
apex and the range of medians in the 12 healthy subjects at half of the downslope of 
the E-wave (A) and A-wave (B). * p-value < 0.0031 same segment number E-wave vs. 
A-wave. † p-value < 0.0056 same time frame SA comparisons. Antero-septal and 
infero-lateral long-axis comparisons all gave a p-value < 0.0005. 
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Figure 31. Pressure [mmHg] relative to apex along a line from mitral valve (MV) to 
apex at time of A) upslope of E- and A-waves, respectively, B) peak of E- and A-waves 
and C) downslope of E- and A-waves. Note the similar patterns at upslope and 
downslope while the peak E- and A-waves seems to differ more.  
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9.5 Turbulent kinetic energy in myopathic and healthy 
ventricles 

The LV was segmented at all diastolic time frames in ten clinically compensated 
DCM patients and a group of eleven healthy subjects. The segmentation (figure 15) 
was used to calculate TKELV. The peak values of TKELV

 appeared after the E- and A- 
waves (figure 3). After visualization of the LV TKE maps (figure 32), the distribution 
of the TKE was assessed visually from TKE volume renderings, where the highest 
values following the E- and A-waves were mainly located in the regions around the 
mitral valve, and to some extent, into the basal parts of the LV. In DCM patients, the 
elevated TKE areas reached further down towards the apical LV. 
 

Figure 32. Visualization of TKE distribution and the instantaneous velocity fields in 
the mid and basal regions at peak TKELV –values at E-wave and A-wave. Streamlines 
color coded according to velocity. Top row shows a DCM patient with relaxation 
abnormality. Bottom row shows a healthy male. Three-chamber images provide 
anatomical orientation.  
 
Total LV TKE was plotted over time along with the LV volume change and an 
interesting pattern was found (figure 33), in the DCM group there are two basically 
equal peaks at E- and A-waves so that although the volume has increased in a pattern 
similar to that from the healthy subjects, the TKE curves differ. The TKELV showed 
trends to differ between the DCM and healthy groups, although not to the extent that a 
significant difference was found (figure 34).  
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Figure 33. TKE total (blue) and LV volume change over diastole (red) (mean ± std) 
for DCM patients (left panel) and healthy subjects (right panel). 
 
 

Figure 34. Mean and std of peak TKELV at early (E) and late (A) diastolic filling, for 
the eleven healthy subjects and the ten DCM patients.  
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10 Discussion 

When the MRI examination is finished and the patient has left the scanner, the 
thousands of heartbeats, each partially stored as lines of k-space data are processed, 
and reconstructed into one single cardiac cycle and then exported from the scanner for 
further processing offline. The CMR group at Linköping University has been working 
for over a decade on both acquisition and postprocessing. This thesis includes studies 
aiming to bring the 4D flow MRI technique closer to the clinical setting. In this thesis, 
methods for analysis and applications of these have been presented in the underlying 
studies. 
 
Cardiac 4D flow applications to the full cardiac cycle have been lacking over the 
years, the reason being that only one vendor has implemented a retrospective cardiac 
gating in the scanner software for 4D flow sequences, which we have used in this 
work. Prospectively gated sequences do not allow reconstruction of the full cardiac 
cycle; about 80-90 percent of the cardiac cycle is reconstructed (39, 61). Despite this 
some cardiac applications have been published using these sequences (60). The VIPR 
sequence, first applied to brain vessels have shown potential to provide cardiac 4D 
flow data with high resolution (40, 47). 

10.1 Studying cardiovascular blood flow using 4D flow MRI 
Over the last century, technical advancements have been extreme, which has led to 
development at all levels in society. Though, assessments of cardiovascular velocity 
fields are not as old. Blood flow measurements using US were first presented in the 
1960s (81). In 1982, Moran presented a work about measuring blood flow velocities 
using MRI (70). As a consequence of the advances in technique, different modalities 
such as US, MRI and CFD have given us a deeper insight into cardiovascular 
physiology and blood flow. Prior to these advances, the only available flow 
measurements were invasive measurements, using as e.g. pressure catheters and 
thermo dilution. Velocity measurements with MRI were initially mainly used to 
obtain the through plane velocity for assessment of volume flow through a vessel. 
Later the in-plane or sometimes three components of the velocity vector were 
measured in a 2D plane. A qualitative study, assessing flow properties in the heart 
from slices of flow data concluded that the asymmetry of the heart saves energy over 
time by preserving the linear momentum of the blood flow (54). This was later 
challenged in a numerical model (94), studying LV blood flow in a healthy subject 
and a DCM patient with a single leaflet mechanical valve, changing the direction of 
the inflow and reversing the central LV vortex. The hypothesis that the asymmetric 
heart would conserve energy by conserving momentum was tested and the conclusion 
was that the heart does not save energy by conserving momentum. This led to some 
debate regarding the definition of a looped heart (52, 95). Kim (55), assessed vortex 
formation and vortical kinetic energy from a three-directional, two-dimensional 
acquisition in a group of 26 healthy subjects. Their KE findings were approximately a 
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factor of five lower than ours, which might be explained by the fact that they assessed 
vortical KE in a 2D slice. Mohiaddin (68) presented a study with streamline 
visualization in a group of dilated cardiomypathy patients. Data were obtained from a 
three-chamber view, describing the larger mid ventricular vortex in the LV in the 
DCM patients. These findings are also supported by our data. 
 
 The first full 4D flow MRI sequence was presented at a conference proceeding in 
1993 (34). Later, in 1996, another sequence was presented in a full length paper (97), 
this technique proved to hold potential for pathline visualization of atrioventricular 
blood flow patterns over a full cardiac cycle (96). LA blood flow characteristics were 
assessed by the use of streamlines and pathlines, where propagation time and size of 
vortices were measured and the path from different pulmonary veins was calculated 
and related to the absolute distance between pulmonary vein and mitral valve. In this 
early study, not only were pathlines and streamlines used for visualization, they were 
used for quantification as well (38). Later others have used the technique to estimate 
e.g. KE. Carlsson et al (13) segmented the LV and RV and calculated kinetic energy 
from the velocity over the cardiac cycle. Arvidsson et al (3) segmented the LA and 
RA and calculated the KE over the cardiac cycle. The magnitude of their KE findings 
were in the same range as in paper II presented in this thesis. 
 
Vortical structures in the flow in the different chambers of the heart have been 
attributed several important functions, e.g. aiding valve opening (15) and closure. 
Different methods and approaches have been applied to assess the vortical flow in the 
different heart chambers (51), including automatic vortex detection techniques (42). 
Besides 4D flow MRI, echocardiographic particle image velocimetry (PIV) has been 
used to assess the vortical nature of LV flow (46, 50). Lagrangian coherent structures 
were used to assess the volume of the mitral vortex ring (93). 

10.2 Flow component studies using other approaches 
Bolger et al. (8) presented a study where the EDV in healthy subjects was divided into 
the four components Direct Flow, Retained Inflow, Delayed Ejection Flow and 
Residual Volume; their results differed in some aspects from the ones in papers I-III. 
This may be due to several factors, the MRI data were acquired on a different system, 
with different parameters, the data were acquired without respiratory gating, risking 
that the data is more smeared. The temporal and spatial resolution and the analysis 
method were also different. But probably most important, the analysis approach used 
in this thesis is less prone to errors. 
Hendabadi et al. (44) applied our definition of the four flow components to the LV 
using bi-directional velocity field maps acquired using US combined with trajectory-
based computation of lagrangian coherent structures. Their study resulted in a slightly 
higher relative Direct Flow than in the healthy subjects and patients in our studies, but 
there is fairly good agreement; the ratio of total inflow that Direct Inflow constitutes 
agreed fairly well as well. They assessed the exchange of the Residual Volume as well. 
Mangual et al (59) used 3D echo to acquire the anatomy of the heart in order to have 
anatomical input data for simulations. Their findings were more in line with those 
from Bolger et al (8). Simulations may provide important information, although 
several assumptions underlie a simulation, which make cardiac simulations extremely 
difficult and computationally demanding. Fredriksson et al (35), applied the method 
presented in papers I and II, on the RV in healthy subjects, describing the distribution 
regarding the four components of the EDV of the right ventricle, they found that the 
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EDV was slightly smaller, while the Direct Flow as a percentage of the EDV was 
significantly larger and the Residual Volume was significantly smaller. In severely 
dilated LVs with low EFs, the Residual Volume represents a large part of the EDV, so 
even if the LV volume is large “the functional ventricle”, i.e. the areas where 
exchange occur, is a lot smaller than in the healthy ventricle and the rest is “padded” 
with Residual Volume (12). Maze et al (66) studied the LV flow characteristics in a 
group of DCM patients with and a group without LV thrombus. They assessed 
ventricular velocities with Doppler ultrasound and found that velocities were lower or 
even lacking in the apical regions of the LV in the thrombus prone group. When this 
study was published no other method of assessing apical flow was available. However, 
with the method used in papers I-III, this would be possible to assess. Furthermore, 
Maze et al, pointed out that, although the phenomenon was observable, they could not 
determine whether it was the cause of the thrombus formation or a consequence of it. 
Watanabe and colleagues stated that blood flow in the heart follows a first in first out 
principle (94). This has not been observed in the papers underlying this thesis. When 
dividing components into early and late inflow it appears that the Direct Flow 
entering early and late will leave at approximately the same time. This is also in line 
with the findings from Bolger et al (8) who also looked at early and late inflow.  

10.3 Accuracy of pathlines 
Papers I-III are based on the use of pathlines. When integrating pathlines, truncation 
errors due to spatial and temporal interpolation, and offsets in velocity data will 
progress and add over time. Too low spatial and temporal resolution will also make 
pathlines stray off from the actual path. Hence, the certainty of a pathline will 
decrease the longer it is integrated (36, 37). Probability maps from an aortic data set 
were generated. Pathlines were emitted from the same points and the data was 
changed according to a Monte Carlo model (36, 37). Darmofal and Haimes (19) 
evaluated several algorithms for calculation of pathlines, they assumed that the only 
interpolation needed was temporal and one of the algorithms they evaluated was the 
fourth order Runge-Kutta algorithm that utilized by Ensight (1, 19). Their conclusion 
was that this algorithm as well as several other algorithms provides accurate pathlines. 
One advantage with the approach chosen in papers I-III is that the pathlines are not 
calculated for one full cardiac cycle at once, they are emitted at time of ED and 
calculated for systole and diastole separately. This ensures that components that end 
up outside the LV will spend the end time, i.e. the most uncertain time outside the LV. 
Most of the numerical comparisons are from ED, which is the first time frame that the 
pathlines are emitted from: this should minimize the effect of summed errors. 
 
LV in- and out-flow should be equal and the EDV should be close to that from the 
EDV obtained from the segmentation of the SA-axis images. Furthermore, LV in-flow 
and out-flow should be equal to stroke volume estimates obtained from other methods, 
like volume flow measurements from velocity measurements in ascending aorta, as 
shown in paper I. This can be used to detect low quality datasets. This pathline 
method has been used for quality control of 4D flow data, when testing different 
settings and new sequences. Visualization of the components has the potential to 
reveal drift due to velocity offsets and noise.  
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10.4 Turbulent kinetic energy 
There are only a few studies utilizing MRI rendered TKE-data in the heart. Dyverfeldt 
et al. (23), looked at a group of five patients with mitral valve prolapse of the middle 
scallop, they found a linear correlation between TKE values and regurgitant volume. 
Otherwise, TKE studies in the current literature have presented aortic flow. 
Simulations of TKE in a patient with aortic coarctation have been carried out (4). 
Dyverfeldt el al studied the relation between pressure drop through a stenotic aortic 
valve and TKE (22). In an attempt to assess disturbed blood flow in the aorta the 
Reynolds number has been examined, based on velocities and the aortic geometry 
from MRI (84).  

10.5 Pressure 
So far there have not been many studies presented concerning LV relative pressure 
fields calculated from 4D flow data; in (31) one healthy subject was included 
presenting the feasibility of relative pressure fields. Our data seem to be consistent 
with this subject in terms of pressure range and general characteristics, such as 
minimum and maximum value distribution. Buyens et al used acceleration encoded 
MRI data to assess left ventricular pressure (11). Vascular applications have mainly 
focused on the aorta (7, 57, 91, 101) although other applications exist as well e.g. (67). 
 
Elevated turbulence intensity, i.e. elevated values of TKE, will render energy losses 
from the flow, as TKE dissipated into heat. A coarctation or a stenotic valve is a 
region with higher probability of elevated turbulence intensity. In such a constriction, 
the velocity will increase and the pressure will decrease, and, as the path widens again, 
the velocity decreases and the pressure will increase. However, if the flow has 
transitioned from laminar to disturbed flow, energy losses will cause decreased 
pressure recovery. In order to compensate for such losses, the pump will have to work 
harder to maintain pressure in the areas downstream of the flow impeding structure. 
The measured velocity in a regular 4D flow MRI acquisition is the mean velocity for 
each voxel. When using the pressure Poisson equation with MRI data, the pressure 
will be accurate as long as the fluctuating part is small. As the fluctuating component 
increases, the accuracy will decrease as this part is omitted from the calculations. The 
resolution is too poor to resolve all the scales of disturbed flow. Fully developed 
turbulence is not likely to appear in the cardiovascular system. In turbulent and 
disturbed flow, vortices break down into smaller and smaller vortices that, in the end, 
dissolve and their kinetic energy are lost as viscous dissipation. The TKE levels in 
paper V should not be so high that they hamper the pressure calculation in paper IV. 

10.6 Limitations and future work 
In the studies underlying this thesis, analysis methods have been implemented and 
applied to both a healthy population and a DCM patient population. The studies have 
gone all the way from development of analysis tools to their application, in an effort 
to bring the 4D flow acquisition technique closer to larger studies and ultimately to 
the clinical setting. Although this work has brought this aim closer, much still remains 
to be done in virtually all of the steps. Faster data acquisition is needed; which was 
outside of the scope of this thesis. Promising progress has been shown with spiral k-
space readouts (82). Data acquisitions in patients with stenotic or otherwise 
insufficient valves can also be challenging, due to the wide range of the velocity 
distribution and one solution may be the use of dual VENC sequences (48, 72). 
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Faster reconstruction on the scanner, the possibility of automatic segmentation on the 
4D flow data directly, or as a step on the way, co-registration of the morphological 
images to the 4D flow data are also areas in need of improvement. The method used 
in papers I-III has been using pathlines calculated in Ensight, although now a faster 
approach has been implemented, where the pathlines are calculated directly in the 
analysis software, lowering the analysis time by approximately ten minutes.  
One limitation is the segmentation part of the analysis in all papers presented in this 
thesis, relying on data from another data acquisition results in uncertainty. Attempts to 
segment the 4D flow data directly have been made (27), but contrast of the signal 
magnitude of the 4D flow MRI has, so far, been too poor (figure 35). With other 
acquisitions and improvement in hardware, segmentation of the 4D flow data directly 
may be possible in the future. In the studies underlying this thesis, the challenge of 
mismatch between data sets was addressed by acquiring one stack of SA-images 
before 4D flow data and one SA-stack after. This approach gives the possibility of 
assessing whether the subject moved during the examination and of selecting the SA-
stack which shows the best fit. An improved approach for segmentation of 4D flow 
data or registration of 4D flow data and morphological data are thus a prerequisite of 
future studies. 
 
A larger inter- and intra-observer variability study should be undertaken, with blinded 
analysis of the data sets and perhaps even different segmentation approaches. Inter 
vendor studies are also needed to compare vendor and site variability and to establish 
normal material. 
 

Figure 35. Top row show 
morphological bSSFP images, 
bottom row show the same view in 
a cut plane from the magnitude 
data of the 4D flow data. Left 
column show a three-chamber 
view; and right column show 
short-axis view in the mid of the 
LV. The black line crossing the 
SA-image shows where the three-
chamber plane crosses the SA-
image. NB that the full RV is not 
included in the 4D flow data. 
Hence, the black band at the top of 
that image. Note the poor contrast 
between myocardium and blood 
pool, in the 4D flow magnitude. LV, 
Left Ventricle; LA, Left Atrium; RV, 
Right Ventricle.  
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10.7 Potential impact 
This thesis shows that 4D flow data can be used to present quantitative results from 
4D flow data that may add to the understanding of both normal physiology and 
pathophysiology. It presents streamlined analysis methods, which could, in time, be 
used in the clinical setting. LV blood flow patterns from patients more prone to 
thrombus should be further assessed. Furthermore, the pressure data can be used to 
assess patients with regional wall motion abnormalities and hypertrophic ventricles.
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11 Conclusion 

In this thesis a semi-automatic approach, for quantification and visualization of 
intracardiac blood flow patterns was developed. Furthermore, this method facilitates 
the evaluation of intra cardiac 4D flow MRI data quality and eliminates some user 
dependent steps from previous methods. Using this approach, new insight into blood 
flow patterns in the healthy, as well as the myopathic, left ventricle was obtained. 
Further insight into intra cardiac blood flow dynamics was obtained by assessment of 
the distribution of relative pressure fields in healthy left ventricles. The used method 
is applicable to a larger amount of data sets and is also a way to present the data in a 
more comprehensive manner. Assessment of turbulent kinetic energy in the left 
ventricle showed increased values in the diseased, as compared to the healthy.  
The methods and applications presented in this thesis facilitate quantification and 
visualization of intra cardiac blood flow dynamics, leading to enhanced understanding 
of normal physiology, as well as pathophysiology, ultimately bringing 4D flow data 
closer to the clinical setting. 
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